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First of all THANK YOU for looking and putting Wales first.
With schools opening soon for a month. Can leisure centres, community centres, halls etc be utilised
during this period in order to help out with social distancing.
Since the easing of lockdown there's been a significant and noticeable amount of litter about. The
council are doing a fantastic job but unfortunately certain places such as Penarth seafront huge
numbers are congregating whereby they are discarding fast food litter, bottles and cans over the
beach. Is there any possibility of closing the main Esplanade for social distancing and ensuring there
are more bins at pivotal points by the slipway.
Can all businesses was their shop front down as we are entering the summer period and more
people will be staycation we need to entice a safe clean environment. All shops should have the
necessary hand gels.
Public service announcements should be advertised in all forms of media. ....Remember 'Charlie
says.... so kid's have a better understanding.
Tell people NO SHAKING HANDS, HUGGING OR KISSING.
When you are out and about walking in your unit to walk single file. As people are getting stressed
and agitated.
Gloves and masks should be placed in the bin.
Personally I think nobody should visit friends homes this year. Everyone's hygiene levels are
different.
Surely for another few months we can wait.
Lockdown has been very difficult for everyone but people need to be told and you need to be firm as
it's turned into a complete mockery compared to other countries. Curfews should of been brought
into place as you have exhausted the police and made them the enemies of this of trying to enforce
the rules.
I'm sure I can go on but will stop there! And I'm sure you will be inundated with emails.
I just hope that some of the above can be used.

